
To  Political  CQnmittee  Members

The  attached  is  a  rough  translation  of  a  resolution
prepared  by  the  Political  Bureau  of  the  IicR  and
submitted  to  the  December  20-21  meeting  of  the`IicR
Central  Committee.     Due  to  lack  of  time  it  was  not
discussed  or  adopted,  but  may  be  placed  on  the  agenda
of  a  future  meeting.

Hal.y-Alice
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Friday,   19  December

Once  before  the  cc  had  been  asked  to  ''recognize''  a  faction  ~  by  a

part  of  the  ex-I-L  right  after  the  last  national  congress.    Now,
a  French  component  of  the  I,TF  has  been  constituted,  without  even

asking  for  the  "rights  of  a national  faction.''    The  statutes  of
the  Fourth  International make  mention  of  the  ''rights  of factions''

thong  `rith  the  rights  of  tendencies,  whereas  the  statutes  of  the

I,1gue dono nize  this  rl
specify
Subject.

It  is  therefore  important  to
the  regulations  of  our  I  organEa,tion  are  on this

I. )  The  pgrp.a| unfolding  of  debates  in  a  democratic
centralist organlzatlon  takes  place - either Ei±faout_  the
Setting  up  of  internal  formations  or  with  the  formation  of
tendencies. In ±±| cases  it  falls  upon  the  regualr  leaderships
to  organize  discussion,  and - they  cannot  be  bypassed,  even  lf

they  are  given  help  by  a  parity  cormissslon.     The  leadership  has

the  duty  to  insure  that  within  the  framework  of  the  statutes  there

ls  respect  for  the  rights  of  minoritites,  equality  for  tendencies
to  express  themselves  ln  the  discussion,  and  a  den.ocratic  discussion,

as  Well  as  the  pursual  of  the  activity  of  the  orgaLnization.    In

this  regal.d,   the  formation  (eventual  for.nation,   that  is,  because

it  is  not  something  "obligatory")  of  tendencies  in  ol.der  to  enjoy

the  rights  accorded  to  tendencies    is  dil.ectly  tied  to  the

organization  of  the  discussion  on a  local,  regional,  or  national

scdB  by4  the  corresponding  leaderships  (in  accordance  with  the

Specified  criteria).     Likewise,   the  functioning  --  and  thus  the

t+++                        .+
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existence               +`  -  of  tendencies  ceases  with  the  official  end

of  the  organized  discussion,  as  sanctioned  after  the  vote  of  a

congress,   a  cc,  ..a       It  goes  Without  saying  that  the  end  of  a

discussion  does  not  mean  the  disappearance  of  the  differences  that

+ were  expressed,  aLnd  therefore  lt  does  not mean  the  disappeamnc.
of  informal  ideological  currents.    But  as  to  factions.  they  have  no

Place  ln  the  normal  unfolding  of  the  life  of  an  organization
that  ls  realllr denocratic  cent_ral±s_t.

2.)  The  formation  of  factions  is  the product -and  the
Symptom  of  a  deep  cri31s  affecting  aLt  least  a  section  of  the

organization  tat least,  1f  one  excludes  the  case  of factions  thG
•fie  only  the  product  of  an  ''entrist''  operation).     The  creation  of
a  faction  is  ln fact  an  extremely  grave  political  act,  because  lt

implies  the  irpositlon  of  - a Dartlcular  discioline  on  its  meifehers.
Inffihe  members  of  a  faction  become  obliged  to  vote  as  a

a  'lbloc"  on  the  whole  range  of  political  aLnd  organizational  questions,

despite  the  eventual  existence  of  differences,  whicb  are  then  kept

Internal  to  the a factioni    the members  of  aL  fa.ction  are  submitting

themselves  to  the  faction's  own discipline  inside  the  organizatlom

It must  be  emphasized  that  in no  way  can  this  internal  discipline
be  extended  to  a  discipline  in  the  external  work  of  the  organization

This  internal  discipline  is  the  principal  difference  between  a
tendency  and  a  faction.     Its  consequences  are  grave,  because  it  is

obviously  detrin.ental  to  the  quality  and  freedom  of  discussion  in
'the  orgaLnization.     It  camouflages    some  of  the  issues  and  hardens

up  positions  to  the  naxi"um.    By  contrast,  at  the  titne  of -  our
ha st  congress  the  tendencies  were  given  by  the  leaderships  tbe

means  to assure  their own discussion,  ±¥term: Were moon
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(   the  inter.nal  documents  of  the  tendencies  were  not  clandestine).
In  these  conditions,  to  form  a  faction  amounts  to  an  act  of

generalized  defiaLnce  of  the  leadership  and  to  the  =!±=  affirm_ation
of  the  wish  to  overturn  it.     It  am.ounts  to  a  characterization  of

shar
the  crisis  in  the  organization  to  be  of e8ree;-_:- Only that
could  justify  such  a  step,  contrary  to  the normal  functioning
of  the  Ligue.     FrotB'thls  point  of  vlev.   in  an  organization  reaLlly

governed  by  den.ocratic  centralism.  as  ls  the  case  with  the  Llgue,

the  setting *uo  of  a  faction  in  itself  impels  a dangerous  logic
of  regular.  cases  of  systematic  Darasltistn.   and  of  growing  Daralysl

in_  outside  work  --  the  ol`elude  to  real  infractions  of  discipline.

3.)    As  phenomena  of  crisis,  as  symptoms  of  an  infinitely
unhealthy functioning,  factions  cannot  have  their  existence  codified

ln  the  statutes]    If members  take  the  grave  decision  to  establisb

them^selves  as  a faction the leadership  is Ebound  to I.ecognize
their  existence  in  the  same  way  as  it  is  for  tendencies.     Our

StaLtutes  no more  recognize  the  right  of  factions  than - forbid
them®   The  establishment  of  a  faction  is  therefore  not  in  itself

Cause  for  sanction,   even  if  it  is  disavowed  by  the  leadership  of  the

organization.     To  the  contra,ry,  the  totality  of  the  activity  of  the

faction must  be  under  the  control  of  the  leadership  (meetings,

financ±s ,... )  in  order  that  it  can make  its  opinions  lmown  in

advance  and  can  also  make  }mown  in  advance  its  eventual  decision  to

proceed  to  sanctions  if  it  considers  there  there  is  an  infraction
of  the  norms  of  functioning  of  the  organization.

The  establishment  of  a  faction  does  not  imply  any  extra  rights

over  those  of  a  tendency  in  the  case  of  aLn  organized  discussion,   and-+-



no  particular  rights  in  the  absence  of  such  adiscussion.    Let  us

make  it  clear  that  the  possibility  for  members  to  freely meet

and  discuss  among  themselves  is  not  a  "right,"  but  an -obvious

nor.|n  of  conductl    By  contrast,  what  can  be  sanctioned  would  be

the  eventual  breaches  of  discipline . towards  which  factional

logic  would  impel  members.    A  declaration  of  faction  is  a  politically

grave responsibility,  seenin from  this  point  of  view.

L.)  All  of  this  is  obviously -valid for  an org&nizatlou
which has  our  conception  and  practice  Of  denocratlc centralism.    All
the  sections  of  the  International  do  not necessarily function  ln  the
same  way.     The  SIFP,  for  example,  does  not  have  the  tradition  of

financing  the  trips  of  spokespeople  for  minority  tendencies,  of

assuring  the  holding  of  tendency  conferences,  of  assuring  tbe

production  of  lntermal  tendency material,  of  public  debate  in  the

u[_1._i__ta_nt„  etc.    Furthermore,  at  its  last  congress,  the  leadership
of  the SWP  decided  to  set  itself  up  as  the  leadership  of  a  f action,

placing  the  finances  of  the  organization --  including  the  dues  of
members  of minority  tendencies  ~  at  the  -  exclusive  service  of
the  LTF'.     In  such  conditions  there  quite  obviously    remained  no  other

recoul.se  to  minorities  who  wanted  to  organize  themselves  as  tendencies

than  to  set  themselves  up  as  a  faction,  just  to  have  their  own

financial  means.    But  this  idea  does  not  constitute  either  a model

or  an  excuse  for  the  setting  up  of  a faction  in our ±  section,
which  finances  all  tendencies  equally  fl.om  the  budget  of  the

organization.

5. )  At  the  present  tithe  a  faction  exists  within  the  International3



declared  as  such:   the  LTF.     This  quite  clearly  corresponds  to  a

phenomenon  of  crisis.     But  the  existence  of  aLbnoriri?al  functloning

on  an  international  scale  does  not  imply  that  it  can be  transposed

to  each  of  the  national  sections.     There  is  no  simple  application

of  all  tbe  rules  of  international  functioning  onto  the  national
scale,  even  if  the  statutes  of  the  Fourth  InternaLtional  are  valid

ln  all  the  sections.     The  point  of  equilibrium  between  centralism

and  the  autonomy  of  sections  and  the  exact  form  of  democratic
CentraL|lsm  are  not  the  same. Afor a  state  of  crisis  camot
serve  as  the  model  for  functioning.     To  the  contral.y,   the  state

of  crisis  that  the Fourth  International  is  going  through  is  .  only
relatlge,  aLnd  is  linked  to  the  unequal  development  of  the  class

struggle  on  an  international  scale.

6.)    In  these  conditions,   the  c S the  formation  of  the
international  minority  faction  (LTF)  in France.     The  French members

of  this  declared faction  can participate  in  the  international
actlvitles  of  the  LTF,  by  informing  the  leadership  of  the  LCR  in

advance.     Since  a  national  discussion  has  not  been  opened  up  in

France,  they  can  enjoy  no  H  rights.     Like  any  other  members  of  the

organization,  they  can publish discussion  articles  in  the  internal

bulletins  of  the  I-CR  on  international  problems  under  the

responsibility  of  the  international  co!mission  of  the  cc,  and  of

the  PB.     The  representatives  of  this  faction must  inform  the  PB

and  CC  of  aLny  of  their  activity  affecting  the  norm.al  functioning

of  the  ol.ganization  (meetings,  distribution  of  texts,  lists  of  their

men.bers,   eta...).     This  is  the  only  guarantee  that  a  grave  crisis

will  not  be  precipitated /* by  the  cl.eation  of  a  faction,  which  in
itself  creates  an  abncmal  situation  in  the  organization.

#


